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. I blfeel like there's a lot of .tmportant tt ff. I .
JUm ~d up, and hard to read:
s I m t us article, but it's really .
\:"ill you be revisiting this in re .
.
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w JS
1 t us article seems to impl th· b . , ~ aw, students need to know
y ,n, ut Jt s JUSt so hard to foil ow.
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1 appreciate this piece because it confirms and explains my anecdote-based
sense that most students DON'T. CHECK their UTD email.
ln the school of manageme11t, we are trying to start a mentoring program from
incoming SOM students. The only con.tact info we have is a UTD e.mail address.
Out of a couple ~undred students, less than 10 have replied. ObviouslY, there are
several likely explanations for this, but it is-probable that a.great many of these
students simply overlooked it or never saw it in their UTD email.
•
I do hope the new email system about to be rolled out (http:l/~.utdallas.
edu/news/2009/11/23-003.php) will help \"'ith this.
I do disagree strongly \"'ith Ms. Olson's·implication that history majors by
definition will never care about neuropsychology. Perhaps she is right that that
particular notice should not have been sent·to all students, but, in general, encouraging peopleto expose themselves to a \'Vide range of ideas is .a critical mission of
any university.
We need fewer intellectuallcreative.silos at UTD, not m·ore!
,
Anyway, I do hope there is a UTD committee s?mewhere trying to figure out
how to ,better balance the importance d.fp,ublicity With theJ"~k of alienating the
very people meant to be informed/~nriehed. If thereiS. no' ~uch committee, LETS

Jackson, "LOL-less Leases" post No.2

I absolutely love Tasty Egg Roll. TI1e last paragraph really does sum it
up nicely. Most of the lunches there are enough for 2 people, and they have
little bags of fried wonton ~trips for less than a dollar that will hook you.lf
you want spicy, just grab a jar of chili oil from the counter.
melissa k, "The Menu" post No. 1
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Satire is amusing and often a good way to make a point, but I think in
this case the illustration cheapens the argument. Environmental Health &
Safety wouldn't care about textbooks and Alumni Relations wouldn't send
out an email abput a gas ·leak. A sample of the actual emails sent would
do better to demonstrate how obnoxious these emails can be. Come on,
staff trying to sell opera tickets to students via email? 1hat's good stuff
~right there. There's enough legit ridiculous emails out there; the hyperbole
contained withi~ the illustration falls flat.

A Modest Proposal has undeniably awesome t-shirts. One could
be yours today. All contributors
are entitled to one free t-shirt.
Anyone may purchase a t-shirt
for SlO, (but why would you pay
when you can contribute?) Email
amodestproposal@gmail.com for
purchase information.
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Contact Us:
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Gimme (My Own) ·Shelter
Economic slump affords. investment opportunity

by dana scott
dlscon@student.utdallas.edu ·

The recent drop in real estate prices
has again drawn attention 'to a perennial
question: Should students rent an apartment or buy a house? Many options and
incentives are in place for potential homeowners. Picking up the classified ads in
The Dallas Morning News and perusing
for just a few moments reveals several advertisements for foreclosed homes in the
Richardson/Plano area.
Better yet, Congress extended the deadline for the $8,000 tax credit·for first-time
homebuyers from November 30,2009, to
June 30, 2010. With all those opportunities available, we come back to the original
question: rent or buy? For some students,
buying a house at this point would be one
of the best ways to use their money in a
cost-effective and beneficial manner.
While real estate prices have declined,
the price ofon-campus housing has stayed
the same or, in some cases, even increased.
UT Dallas's housing brochures for the
2010-2011 year advertise $4,257 for the
U niversity Village apartments, which include utilities, S5,301 for the freshman
res_idence hall, and approximately S3,834
for the most affordable Waterview Park
'apartments, where utilities are separate.
So, over the course of a four-year undergraduate degree, an incoming freshman who lives one year in
the residence

hall, one year in the University Village with scholarships, but it also offers oppor- ~ted with moving. If a student decides
apartments, and two years in the Water- tunities beyond the standard four under- to rent on campus, that student will have
view Park apartments can expect to spend graduate years. The increase in the num- to move into a new apartment up to four
$17,226, not including utilities for the last ber of students who decide to take part in times. That is a costly effort even without
study abroad programs has been dramatic . a moving company, especially if the stutwo years or possible rent increases.
Although real estate prices are declin- in the last few years.
dent is living up three flights of stairs!
ing right now, there is a high likelihood
Furthermore, fast-track program$ are
Also, real estate costs are tax deductthat the market will experience an upswing offered fo! many majors. Students who rely ible, which can mean having· a little more
in the next four years. Instead of paying on scholarships to help pay their housing money - something which no poor colrent and never getting a penny back, the- costs must take into account that scholar- lege student would refuse.
homebuyer would be quite iikely to make ships only apply for four years. Students
There are certai!liy cons associated
a profit after sellwith home ownership.
ing their house.
Upkeep is completely
In Plano, there ( ( .Instead of paying rent and never getting a
the owner's responare 39 listings
sibility, so there is no
penny back, the homebuyer would be quite likely
between $25,000
management to call if
and
$120,000
a toilet stops up.
to make -a profit after s·elling their house
for one to four
Owning a house
bedroom homes.
.
also means being reIn Richardson, there are 49 listiogs for who choose to study abroad for a semester sponsible for the utilities, the taxes, and
homes, 38 for condominiums, and eight can take a scholarship deferment and still the furnishing of a larger space than any
for town homes that meet the same cri- be covered for their remaining semesters of the on-campus housing options. These
teria.
at UT Dallas, bu~ figuring out their on-- cons, however, are overwhelmed by the
Depending on the down payment and campus housing for the semester they are pros of investing in property.
monthly payment plan a student can af~ gone is difficult. One-year housing leases
All that considered, what this decision
ford, there is a wide range of possible are difficult to shorten to half-year leases.
really boils down to is a person.al choice.
homes in the area close enough to the UT
Another advantage to buying would No matter how good the situation looks,
Dallas campus for easy commute. That be the control that students and, in some there will always be financial risk. Also, a
price range might enable a student to pay cases, parents would have ov.er the atmo- majority of the student body already comclose to the same amount as they would in sphere of a house. If a house is bought mutes to campus, so living off campus is
an on-campus apartment over the course and the buyers decide to rent out rooms; not a new consideration for them. But for
of four years. In addition; students eould not only will they have another potential students who are looking at the daunting
recoup most, if not all, of that money source of profit, but they will also have figure that four years of rent poses, buying
when the house is sold in a few years.
. control over who resides.in the house and, may well be the best option. •
Various factors make on-campus hous- therefore, its atmosphere.
·
ing a less attractive option. For examBuying a house instead of renting
Dana knows the real reason
to own a house- PARTIES!
ple, UT Dallas is very
also lessens the costs·
Discuss this article at am/J.utdal/as.edu!
generous
associ-
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UTD C·heers!
Ihe Pub brings spirits to campus

by finny philip
fphilip2008@gmail.com

Have you ever wondered what was
missing from UTD? Ever tried to put a
finger on the reason for that absence of
tangible student Life on campus? l think
I know what the missing component is
-BOOZE!
Finally, someone at UTD figured out
that all we need is for The Pub to provide
a Little bit - scratch that_:_ a ton of beer
to go with its burgers and maybe a glass of
wine to go with that delicious cheese ravioli. The Pub has always
offered UTD students a place to
dine and 'rack
jokes in a
casual atmosphere, but
soon a,lcohol will be
adding to the
tim ambiance.
The new addition to the
The Pub's menu will
also bring in more
customers to our beloved Pub, and even
if the beer isn't good for
sales, it'Ll definitely be

profitable for campus Life. Imagine what
would happen if everyone on campus had
a shot or two ·of liquid swag before going
to class. No more looking down at the
ground while walking past people! Then
you might actually bump into them and
even make drunken eye contact!
Alcohol sales may be the long-soughtafter savior to redeem UTD students
from the miserable stereotype (probably
not a coincidence) that players of World
ofWarcraft suffer. You know the one. Axe
we proud of being seen as students with
superior intellect and the ability to take on
any challenge? Darn skippy: Could we also
be seen as bright people with bright social
Lives, both on campus and off? I hope so.
I hope to sec that renaissance of campus Life begin on Valentine's Day. The Pub

The Pub's new drinks are guaranteed to pop your collar. Illustration by caitlin like

will serve beer and wine and enforce a
two- or three-drink limit.The Pub's hours
won't change, so drink up before 11 p.m.
It's immensely disappointing that.The
Pub won't be serving liquor, despite having applied for a mixed-drink permit. If
there's anything the dejected Libidos of
the majority of men at UTD need, it's
liquid courage. Nothing gives a man that
Jack Sparrow swag Like a Coke and rum!
If two or three drinks proves to be too
much for you to handle, you can always
walk to your apartment on campus. My
only concern is that the eagle eyes of
UT D law enforcement will turn from
ticketing parking violations to cracking
down on slighdy inebriated students.
What a pity that ';VOuld be.
The other downside of passing mixed
drinks by, besides
forgoing
the
revenue from
their sale, is
thatThePub
will also miss
the chance to
bring in some
talented
bartenders. My dream
of seeing a flaming drink called
The Comet has been dashed, but
I think my dream of Living on
an entertaining campus has
started to materialize into a reality.
Yesterday I was walking from
the SU and saw an older woman

and a younger woman pulling a trolley
full of Bailey's and Corona in the· direction ofThe Pub. I noticed the guy walking in front of me do a double take. We
both laughed at the random scene. The
laugh led to a passing conversation about
the upcoming changes in The Pub, and
we both agreed that alcohol will get people talking to each other on campus.
I walked away from that conversation anticipating the benefits that selling
boo~e will bring to the students on this
campus. Maybe that girl from dass will
finally talk to you. Maybe you and a few
friends can drown your OCHEM sorrows with a few cold ones. Heck, maybe
Dr. Bicwer will just pull up next to you,
drink a few beers, see that you're a nice
guy, and give you an A+. And the lion
shall lie down with the lamb .... Perhaps
that's just wish(ul thinking. Alcohol isn't
that magical, but individual contribution
could help thaw UTD's social freeze.
While The Pub earns its namc·sake,
UTD students should do their part and
lose theirs. This place has a decades-old
reputation for a lack of spontaneity, and
it's time for some of us to look up and
realize that there are other people who
go to school here. We come here to learn,
but isn't there more to learn in life than
molecular biology? UTD is privileged to
have hundreds of international students
living on campus. Wouldn't it be great
to learn something from a different culture?
If you're already a social butterfly,
inaugurate a few social caterpillars and
come out to The Pub for a great event,
such as the Underground Poetry Circus . .
If you haven't talked to anyo.ne new th.is
semester, reach out and make a frie-nd.
Chin up, smile at a few folks, and stay
thirsty, my friends. •

Finny wants to go where
everybody knows his name.
Discuss this article at amP.utdallas.edu!
..
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Season's Greedings
Advertising executives sell out holy days
However, holiday season advertising today is straying further and further
away from the true meaning of holidays.
Easter has fallen prey to candy and Cool
Whip, Valentine's Day to chocolate and
negligee.
I t seems that the love and the devotion once so closely associated with
those two holidays have recently played
only a cameo in a new story of bought
affection. 1l1e race for profit has left the
devotees to the original intent out in the
cold; the growing expenses of their faith
discourage them, and not just because
their wallets are growing dunner.
Commercialization would be far less
siruster if the information about holidays and their religious aspects were
accurately presented in advertising: Because industry has added sensuality and
exorbitance to commercials, the values
the most pious practitioners hold dear
have been eclipsed. People new to such
holidays are merely left to assume what
the television reUs them, especially in
our current media- and technology-obsessed era.

By
solely
highlighting the
Frequently, all t hat people know
monetary aspect
of such days as
about holidays is when they are and
Christmas and
by prashant raghavend ran
Thanksg iving,
what everyone should buy...
praghavendran@gmail.com
commercialization erases our
One doesn't need a degree in linguisability to understand others and the the idea that there should be love within
tics to see that the word holiday was at
original idea of tolerance is forgotten.
mankind.
some point synonymous with "holy day".
Current advertising of holidays is
Hinduism, for example, maintains as
However, that is no longer the case. Free
simplifying religion for the general one of its principle pillars complete tolmarket capitalism has led to the compublic. Frequently, all that people know erance for all man. Surely there are funmercialization of holidays - after all,
about holidays is when they are and damental claims and beliefs that clash
holidays are a sizable market to exploit.
what everyone should buy to celebrate among the plethora of spiritualities, hut
Unfortunately, that process has taken
them properly.
despite that, if people had a more thoraway the soul of the celebration: By enIn countries .such as Malaysia and In- ough knowledge of their own faith, they
couraging blind purchases, companies
dia, where many religions are well repre- would be willing to explore the reasonare contributing to the loss of the origisented, schoolchildren merely scrounge ing behind its polar differences with
nal religious and moral value of holidays.
through the calendar for the C hristian, other religions.
Although it cannot be halted altogether,
W ith deeper understanding, dia,Muslim, and Hindu holidays that give
commercial advertisement of holidays
them days off.
logues would stray away from being
should be severely decreased not only
The problem is that people arc satisfied fervent shouting matches and disastrous
to increase the value of faith but also to
with what commercials tell them about threats and move towards being an open
save the idea of tolerance.
holidays. If such commercial advertis- forum for peaceful debate.
Capitalism has led to such stiff coming were to decrease,
But what is there to do? The free
people would actu- market system is clearly relentless in its
petition among market pl~yers that
businesses often exploit the cusally have to pick up consequences. The world is becoming
literature to learn more westernized, and since the traditoms of religious holidays
in order to make a profit.
about religions and tion of commercialization began in the
That would all be well
gain a real tolerance. West, other countries are now flooding
and good if such comHeaven forbid.
the media with advertisements of DiThe lowered ad- wali, H anukkah and other holidays. Bepetition contributed to the
true spirit of the occasion
vertising would in cause capitalism has accumulated a lot
without detracting from its
no way obscure of inertia, it wiU be up to religious leadsanctity.
religious events ers to warn against the commercializing
rather, it tendencies of advertising.
would just inThe motives of these holidays are not
~ ~ ~ '¢
centlVlze peo- to boast wealth, but to observe faith.The
~
~-y pie to learn about the less people worry about pretty wrapped
on gtns of holidays boxes with prizes inside, the more peo~~
themselves rather than ple can respect the true values behind
accept prepackaged, su- "holy days". • ·
perficial synopses.
~
W hy does ·the religious meaning
'Uo..
behind holidays matter? I t could be said
that if everyone had complete convic- Prashant is on College jeopardy on Feb. 5th,
11 AM on CBS. 1his is completely serious.
tion in their religion, those so-called
Tune in and support yourfellow comet.
truths would definitely conflict in a
violent manner. However, the ultimate
Discuss this article at amtJ.utdallas.edu!
Corporate Santa has no qualms about quashing religious sentiments. Illustration by lewis chang purpose of religion is to restore faith in
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Preparation 8
It's time to soothe the ·rash ofintolerance toward homosexuals
The time for legislative gay bashing is at an end. The
arguments used to deny Mrican-Americans freedom and
women the right to vote can only stand for so long in a
country that prides itself on equality and freedom. Califorrua's Proposition 8 passed with a 52o/o of the vote, and the
by camden cornwell
conservative Christians like the ones running Protectmarcamden.cornwell@gmail.com
riage.com.are basking in the zeal of majority support and the
fullillment of their idea that God's will is on their side. It has
The most important trial since Brown vs. Board ofEdu- been claimed, in congress and other places of law, that giving
cation, Perry v. Schwar~enegger, begari. on January 11,2010. homosexuals the right to marry will dissolve the institutions
Two gay couples (Kris Perry and Standy Stier; and Paul of church, marriage, schools, and poison the minds of the
Katami and Jeff Zarrillo) are challenging the constitution-· children adopted by gay couples- and I suppose summon
ality of California's Proposition 8, which holds that "only the devil as well, but that's just a guess.
marriage between a man and a woman is valid and recOpponents of gay marriage have fabricated a fa~ade of
ogrii2ed in California." Preceding the California Supreme arguments attempting to legitjmize their intolerance of
Court case Strauss ·vs. Horton, which was ruled in favor of homosexuals. Opponents from whatisprop8.com elaborate
Proposition 8, conservative Republican and former U.S. on the what the "consequences" of not having Proposition
Solicitor General Theodore Olson and recruited trial at- 8 would be with such claims .as:
torney David Bioes .filed the lawsuit in May of 2009 in the
• Children in public schools would have to be taught
U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Califor- that same-sex marriage is
nia to strike Proposition 8 down. The state of California just as good as tradihas chosen Kenneth Starr, now Dean of Pepperdine Law tional marriage.
School in Malibu, California and staunch supporter of"Yes
• Churches would
on Proposition 8"'organizations to defend Proposition 8.
have their tax exempt
No matter what the district court rules, that ruling
will be subject to appeal and will probably reach all the
way to the U.S. Supreme Court, where the legal
precedent for gay and lesbian marriage will
be decided. Watch closely; this case will
determine if"equal rights and protection"
extends to all Americans or just protects
the ideals of bigoted homophobes.

status challenged or revoked if they publicly oppose samesex marriage or refuse to allow open-to-the-public samesex marriage ceremonies in their religious buildings.
• Adoption agencies would be forced to place children with same-sex couples, regardless of an agency's_
beliefs. Adoption agencies that oppose placing children
with same-sex couples for religious or other reasons have
already been forced to stop providing adoption services
in Massachusetts and California.
Aside from the logical fallacies and the transparent homophobia evident in these arguments, they miss the primary
issue: whether it is constitutional to deny recognition of
same-sex couples on a federal and state level. The Defense of
Marriage Act, enacted September 21, 1996, states that "(1)
No state (or other political subdivision within the United
States) needs to treat a relationship between persons of the
same sex as a marriage, even if the relationship is considered
a marriage in another state. (2) The federal government defines marriage as a legal union exclusively between one man
and one woman." This federal law can be overturned by a
Supreme Court ruling: Marriage is a state'issue.
The argument essentially concerns the 14th Amendment, specifically concerning the clause "no state shMl.. .
deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal rights
and protection of the laws." In order to establish that homosexual couples do not deserve the equal protection afforded to them by law, the defendants must prove that homosexuality acts as a detriment to both family and society.
The rhetoric that homosexual parents confuse children
and lead them to suffer through abject social situations
is meritless. H owever, these intolerant conservatives lead
the front of h.omophobic discrimination which results in
open hatred toward homosexuals. The only problem with
homosexuality is our homophobic society.
Without invoking conservative Christian dogma, arguing that the 14th Amendment does not apply to homosexual couples is fruitless. But there will come a time
for such arguments used to suppress society's progress
to fail. After all, people argued for years that Mrican.Americans did not deserve the sa\'lle rights as white people. Americans must reali;.t;e that regardless of whatever
religious belief they may hold, under the constitution,
no federal or state law should isolate and discriminate
against homosexuals on the basis of their sexual orientation. If there is to be justice, then this case must rule in
favor of the plaintiffs so that the slow process of equality
and freedom may continue in our country. •

Camden is no stranger to
contentious propositions -or love.

..

Dist:Ws this article at amfJ.utdallas.edu!
The evolution of social oppression in America. Illustration by caitlin like
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by craig gabrysch
nonJoca1221@gmail.com

ou e
Contrary to popular belief, Valentine's
Day isn't a Hallmark Holiday. \Vell, not
in the rest of the world. Far from it, in
fact. If you reach back to the 1300s,
you can find reference to it in Geoffrey
Chaucer's Canterbury Tale.r. After that,
start researching fertility rights throughout ancient cultures, like Egypt for
instance, and this holiday springs
up around February all over the
time line (at least in the Northern
Hemisphere).
Maybe it has something to do
with spring's pending arrival
and winter's first
thaw. The reason
for its existence
aside, the important part of Valentine's
days past is this: If a
card or gift was exchanged at this timehonored tradition, it was a
handmade, .do-it -yourself
kind of item.
But, around the midf9th
that. all
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one, you know, just lying
around. Get in, and we'U see
'
what we cao discover about
February 14th in the United

~

'

Sta~~?Get.in.I'maTexan.1Jlat'smod-

ern parlance for, "I have a gun and know
how to use it"- just kidding.
But, seriously, get in. And don't forget
to wear your seat belt.
We'll glide over World War II, the
Great Depressio'n, and then World VVar
L N ow, I'll just parallel park this bad boy
between the Civil War and the War of
1812.
All right, we've stopped. \Ndcome to
the 1840s!
This is the start of Valenti ne's Day as
you know and l<We/hate it. Here the Uriited States is still a spring chicken and still
in the throes. of Manifest Destiny and the
Abolition Movement. But that's not
what-we're here for. \Ve came to see
the beginni ng of a particular
./'"\ change in our culture. ·
,..._,
According to the National Retail Federation's
statistic for 2009, American consumers spend $14.7 billion on
Valentine's Day gifts alone. But, as
you'll soorrsee, that wasn't always the
case. You're about to witness the birth of
commercialized greeting
cards.
Oddly enough, capitalist birthing is just as messy
as human birthing, but less
gross: no umbilical cords
and not as much blood, but
jus.t as much work. Back
here, in the ] 840s, George
\.Vashington's birthday had
much more significance as
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a holiday than did Valentine's Day. When
the Puritan spirit traversed the Atlantic
Ocean, old Mr. Valentine got the boot
from the American calendar. Valentine's
Day probably didn't do much good when
you were living hand to mouth, day to
day. Kind of hard to make a missive for
your sweetie when you're too busy churning butter. (Or, perhaps it had something
to do with these- old "H olydays" being the
last vestiges of the C atholic Church and
the Church of England. Who knows?)
Let's stay present, though, and look
around. See that guy up ahead? The one
in the cheap suit? Yeah, that one. He's a
salesman. He's been sent out to this little
general store to sell Valentines. Let's follow him inside and get a look at the conversation. I'd write the dialogue for you,
but time travel rnakes your bra.in hit the
mute button when different timelines
l)e<;:ome involved. D on't ask why; it just
happens. Plus, I can't read lips. Instead,
I'll just describe the actions.
The salesman introduces himself:
shakes hands with the shop's owner.
They're both fairly dirty looking and the
smcll from both the general goods and
the individuals is overpowering. Too bad
the mute doesn't work on smells, right)
Now the salesman in the cheap suit is
reacbjng into an equally cheap valise. He
pulls out a few pieces of folded, brightly
colored, lacy- looking paper. H e arr:~ ngcs
them on the dusty hardwood counter for
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for your sweetheart. This guy in front of
us, the salesman in the bad suit with the
cheap valise, is one of the people that
put Valentine's Day back on the cultural
map. He did it by traveling from town
the shopkeeper's perusal. The shopkeeper to·town and shop to shop. He even had
looks at them and scratches his head. He to go through the trouble of explaining
puts his spectacles on and leans in a little what the holiday was about. Mter all
dose~. He glances confusedly, almost ner- , that labor, a bouncing baby holiday was
vously, at the salesman over the top of his born!
glasses.
Talk about a Hallmark occasion.
TVlr. Salesman, sensing the confu- · So, if you've got a Valentine, don't buy
sion, launches into a practiced verse, him or her a mass-produced item. Make
his hands and lips moving with equally it. Give it some feeling. Even if it's a
quick speed. He's not giving a sales pitch, piece of bad poetry scribbled in crayon
though. He's explaining what the cards on a cocktail/cafeteria napkin or a simple
are for.
meal of ramen noodles with an appetizer
In the 1840s, the word "valentine" of peanut butter and jelly sandwich, it's
took on a new meaning. Back in Chau- better than paying for Hallmark to create
cer's time, the 1300s, a valentine was the ~ome semblance of sentiment for you.
girVboy/woman/man you'd chosen for
Or, you can ignore me and jt;st go
~ the holiday (and the year). Generally, and pick a valentine out. Just remember
though, the choice was made by random to add this line when you give it to your
draw at some kind of village social ·fes- significant other: "Here, baby, I labored
tival. Think icc cream social, but no ice long and hard over selecting this piece
cream and everyone is wearing poorly of cardboard from an array of similarly
made clothing. It continued this· way for mass-produced and lame greeting cards.
centuries - even the aristocracy got in I certainly hope its generic greeting
on the action.
comes close to expressing the way you
In the 19th Century, though, a really make me feel. Happy Valentine's
valentine came to mean a specific kind Day!" •
of card ghost-written and
\.
manufactured by
~ someone else
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Happiness Is'
a Love .G un
Underpants bomber sets offdebate
terials (including the bomb bfiefs) and
connections for the suicide bomber came
from Yemen.
As all eyes turned toward the state of
Yemen. Some suggested that it be offiby alice post
cially labeled as a state in disarray. Saudi
posr.alice@}'llhoo.com
Arabia, the United States, the UK, and
........
the EU all gave hundreds of millions of
On Christmas Day of 2009, a young dollars to Yemen's government for the
extremist gave the entire comedy world a purpose of counter-terrorism.
beautiftd present: underwear explosives.
Even with that cash flow, which re'lbe joy of that present spread to students cently increased, the challenges that Yelearrung geography as the news did all men faces include multiple civil. wars, lack
their winter
of infrastruchomework
ture, and a
Can the threat of being shot
general tenabout Yemen { {
for them. Podency for Alreally be an effe<:tive deterrent
O!teda to be
litical geeks
for somebody willing to blow ·
to.lerated m
were
given
areas
outside
r eaffirm a up his crotch?
tion that they
of the capitaL
could still compete for research grants
This admittedly cursory description of
with their analysis of Al-O!tcda's decen- the incident and its explanation rings fatralized organization and the adaptability miliar. Violence erupts on the high seas of
of its ideology to a wide number of local Somalia, and Al-~eda ideology further
grievances.
integrates itself with local grievances. The
The terrorist attempt also raised once mountainous, hard- to,-govern, and peragain the following crucial question: How petually warring country of Mghanistan
do we counter an ideology of violence and openly supports Al-O!teda operations.
"revenge at all costs" that even involves
Mter Iraq's government was forcibly
the usage of explosive underwear? Can retired and instability crept in, an influx
the threat of being shot really be an ef- of Al-~eda-linked operatives crossed
fective deterrent for somebody willing to through Syria and wreaked havoc on the
streets of Fallijua and Baghdad.
blow up his crotch?
News reports indicate that the explo1be problem appears to be
sive gift was delivered by a young Nigerian a lack of infrastructure, govman named Umar FaroukAbdulmutallab. ernance, and security. GainAbdulmutallab's father identified his son's ing the qualities that render
extremist proclivities to the United States a state able to provide the
government and warned that he could be first need in Maslow's hia threat. It turns out that part of Abdul- erarchy, food and shelter, is
mutallab's extremism included ·training no small feat.ln fact, it's such a long,
from and becoming part of an organiza- expensive, and politically risky process
tion infamous for attacking the U.S. Ma- that no one knows whether it would be
·---~----
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faster or more effective to send money
and aid or to let a government .form and gain
legitimacy on its own.
Regardless of which
proves effective, it is politically
correct for a count~y to squash the crimes
against it that originate from another country, even if squashing means monetary aid
and instructional handbooks about how to
counteract the offending forces and their
explosive unde.rwe:ar.
If the importance of creating secure
spaces vvith enforceable laws does not
weigh heavily enough on the 'leaders of
the world today, then maybe they should
consider creating a. counter-ideology of
their own that is just as extreme, just :ts
powerful, and just as appealing as militant terrorism, but in no way harmful to
r.eople.The new ideology would appeal to
tradition, honor, and culture, <lnd would
have a great media network and an adaptable message that any group can adopt
and carry out at the local level.
No, 1 am not suggesting a new religion.
Yes, I am recommending love guns.
Techies of the world, J challenge you
to create tasers that induce a surge of
genuine
happy feelings in the

target, grenades
that blast an aura of goodwill through the
room, and intercontinental ballistic missiles that del.iver joy to a dense population
of a threatening country. vVe could spike
a country's water supply with Xanax, but
l'm asking for methods with no potential
for drug addiCtion or negative side effects.
Ill will and ·negative feelings become
powerfi.tl because there are sophisticated
weapons that can impose one person's
bUnd hate onto another. Good will and
positive intentions operate through.individuals' mundane acts of kindness toward
one another, as demonstrated by Gandhi
and Jesus. If one could forcibly impose
kindness onto someone else in a fraction
of a second with only the exertion of pulling a trigger, then everyone would want
to be a bad-ass good guy.
No one can be nappy when harboring extreme feelings of injustice, malice,
or hate. Having happiness imposed upon
you would serve as a powerful threat and
therefore as a powerful deterrent. Strong
opposition from free-will ideologists
would be encountered, but the question
l would pose to them would read as a
choice between two options: \Vould you
like to be shot with a bullet that kills you
or a bullet that makes you happy?
This world needs good governance ~nd
harmony. Hopefully, by the time of the
invention of happiness weapons, happy
hunting will only exist as a sport. •

1lice is looking into a career as an
underpants analyst.
Discuss this article at amt>.utdallas.edu!
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by braeden mayer
braedencmaycr@gmail.com

Regardless of whether or not you support socialized healthcare, the public option, or the free market, the
Obamacare bill passed by the Senate in December is not
the correct answer for reform simply because of the way
the bill was drafted. You would think that on a subject as
important as hcalthcarc, our senate could rise above the
everyday politics and come up with a great solution to the
problem. Instead, we are left with a bill that is not-bipartisan as it was pro.mjsed to be, is filled with millions of dollars in earmarks, and will increase the budget deficit.
Obama expressed throughout his campaign and the early stages of the health care debate that he wanted the bill to
be a bipartisan effort. He wanted Republicans, D emocrats,
and Independents to come together as one for the betterment of health care in America. In fact, he noted when he
announced that he was going to be nmning with Joe Biden
that he wanted to "turn the page on ugly partisanship in
Washington", and described himself as "a big believer in
working with the other side of the aisle."
HAH! That is actually the farthest thing from the
truth. Not a single Republican in the Senate voted to pass
the healthcare package in December, and the bill became
more partisan as it developed: Olympia Snowe, a
Republican senator from
Maine, originally agreed
to the Senate's version of
the healthcarc bill but re, nounced her support in
mid-December when the
bill moved too far left.
Barack Obarna needs to be held to his campaign promises, and he should've continued to encourage Senate
Dem,ocrats to work out a bipartisan bill. Not only was the
bill partisan, but it also took some major deals to even get
Senate Democrats to vote for the bill.
· Those deals came in the form of earmarks that will give
millions of dollars to states whose senators withheld their
support until the last possible minute. Two of the biggest earmarks go to Louisiana (thanks to Senator Mary
Landrieu) and Nebraska (thanks to Senator Ben Nelson).
Senator Landrieu sold her vote in mid-November for
around $300 million in new Medicaid funding for Louisiana. Senator Ben Nelson was the last hold-out and se-
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Everybody lies. Phot.oillustration by alex garcia topete

cured SlOO million in M edicaid funding, a fee exemption
for .some Nebraska-based insurance companies, and an ease
on new restrictions for some physician-owned hospitals in·
the state.
·
Although that seems like a lot of money, the gold medal
for earmarks goes to Senator Bernie Sanders of Vermont,
who received a whopping SlO billion in government handouts for hjs state and additional Medicaid funding.
While all of the earmarks
come in Medicaid or health
related dollars and may seem
really good, it isn't fair to
other states in the same or
even worse conditions. Vermont is not even close to being one of the poorest states
in the nation. States such as Alabama, Mississippi, and New
MeXico - and even parts ofTexas - could use the money
more than Vermont. Those earmarks are just another symbol of the corruption in Congress and give insight into how
much a vote in Congress costs. So while some states are
handed big bags of cash, the ' nation as a whole will see an
increase in the budget deficit in the coming years.
There is a lot of misleading information thrown out
about how much the bill' will actual1y cost. The price that
the Democrats throw around is not necessarily correct.
Democrats claim that the bill will actually reduce the deficit
by as much as $132 billion, but that simply isn't the case.
Upon further investigation, the Congressional Budget
Office found out that the Democrats had calculated the

Partisan, earmarked legislation
is not what America needs to
solve the healthcare problem.

''

numbers wrong: The mohey that the bill would set aside to
pay for fi.tture Medicaa:e expenditures will actually be used
to cover current Medicare costs. Essentially, the Democrats
double counted the projected surplus that would result from
their proposed legislation; they claimed that the surplus
would be used to cover future Medicare costs, but in real,ity
It would be used to cover current government spending.
The only hope in sight for making sure that the bill
does not get signed by Obama is Scott Brown, the newly
elected MassachusettS Republican Senator- but even that
is a dim hope. The Democrats arc going to push the bill
through because otherwise they will have absolutely ZERO
to claim for their first year in office. Even if the Republicans
filibuster, I predict the Democrats will not give up because
they just can't if they want to have a shot at mid-term elections. They need to have something to show their constituents because something is bettec than nothing.
This bill is another shining example of what happens
when time is short, elections are close, and votes are
on the line. Partisan, earmarked legislation is not what
America needs solve the healthcare problem. We need
to hold our poDticians to their promises and let them
know that bills of such a petty ca)jber are unacceptable
to fix America's problems. •

to

7he hea!thcare bill mi~ht be bad, Braeden,
but at leaJt its not lupus!
Discuss this article at amfJ.utdal/as.edu!
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.Copenhagen Goes Gre
When was the last time
you 1oobd out your back ~dow
. and saw that hal£ your backyard was lying underwater? For Kornwenga Teuarai of the small island
nation of Kiribati, waking up every dJY brings another surprise as
Hot Air
he finds that the rising sea levels in the Pacific Ocean are threatening his
&may's traditional wa.y of life. Scientists have predicted that the sea will completely
Not everyone at the confersubmerge their island by 2050. When we saw Komwenga Teuarai's speech in
. ternadonally to
•
h e to cooperate U\
Copenhagbl, we were completely shocked. We've lived in the sheltered
ence was t er
obal warming. Americans
solve the problems of~
.d interest group that advo- .
world of America (America and Europe for Saskia) our entire lives, and
AFP) a naooo-wt e
. . " \obal warnung
(
our idea of"extreme weather" is 6ash 6oods that simply pull away after
for Prosperity
.'
d calls thedirnate cnsts g
h n asP"'-'
ervatiVlsm an
d t from Copen age
a few days and leave our world unharmed.
a1
cates fisc: cons
s w·oddwide live broa cas . L d Monck-ton was at
For Westerners, global warming is a faraway concept, something
h ge skepnc or
. al
" h d an enormou
alarmism ~ a
rominent climate-c an . ,
f tional and interoatlon:
that happens way up in the atmosphere in die (>ZOne layer, or over
of its Hot Alf tonr. Even P ellk a inst the imposluoo o n~
The U.S.'Youth had
in Indonesia as a tsunami, or way ahead in the future as rising
the event. AFP intendeddto s~d po~ an undue burden on taxpa~::~over youths. When
temperatures that we still have time to prevent. Copenhagen
h' hit claime wo .
.
ection were un
. b n
policies, w tc
f th people in the cheenng s
them) who had lust ee
k
showed us that we Westerners owe a climate debt. Westernother planS- most~ e re than forty youths (Josh at~lO~g " su"ddenly stood up and tOO
ers produce more than 90% of all C02 emissions, but because
the broadcast went liv:, mo band of free-market capitaliSts ::ve forms of energy and seof financial and political resources, we haven't felt any of the
described as "an intreptd yo~~g
tin that pursuing ahernatl .
ros erity. Lord
effects C?f rising temperatures, rising sea levels, and extreme
the sta to demand acco~ntabthty~C::e·n~t goals contrary. to Amenc:~e~ byprepeatedly calling
wearher that m happening right now.
curing
for victims of
youth
on the other hand.
Instead, tiny islands such as Kiribati are sinking into the sea,
ton,
apparently
nNot
~
hu~
"c~ed
Hitler
Youth".
The
orga~;
~,.,.,,.,.n:v.
African nations are fighting extreme drought, and the Himalademonstrators azts an
d
othct than to c
yan glaciers that provide drinking water to half of Asia are melt-~l)on:se to the
au
non
ing, threatening the livelihood of billions. If )'OU can't find a reason
to support a climate tre'.tty, think of those people.
We felt their experiences in Copenhagen, and now we bring our
experiences of Copenhagen to you.

a~
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demoostr~non~;:~oevent,
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The Qyeen Goes to Church
December 13th found us once again doing something
historical. Sitting on the very back row of rhe highest balcony
of the Cathedral in Copenhagen, we took parr in a worship service
led by Archbishop Emeritus Desmond Tutu and Archbishop of Canterbury Rowan Williams. It was the first time either of us has ever been in
church with the Qpecn of Denmark. The congregation prayed as bleached
coral from a dying reef in the Pacific Ocean, shriveled corn from a failed crop
in Africa, and smooth rocks from under a retreating glacier in Greenland
were sanctified and placed upon the altar. Scriptures were read about ere
arion, oneness, healing. 1fymns were lifted up in English, Danish, Zulu,
and Greenlandic. At the end, we lit candles to a prayer from Archbishop
Tutu as the cathedral bell rang 350 rimes. E.1ch ring of the bell was
a call to action answered 350 times from steeples all across the
world. It was amazing to share such an experience with
such incredible people, and it truly underlined much
deeper moral implications of the scientific
and politicu issues about wh1ch
w~ argue.

Most of the news media
have claimed that the climate confeterlce
in Copenhagen was a complete failure. We
admit that ultimately; it was incredibly disappointing that our nation's most powerful leade~
wece nor able to come to a consensus and negotiate an
agreement.- worSe than getting kicked out of the Conference early, worse than winning the FQssil of the Day award.
Honestly, though, we don•t feel that we have to cope wirb Copenhage,n: We saw that the politicians aren'r the real movers on.the
climate-combat front -it's the concerned citizens of the world that are
making a difference for climate justice.
Despite the f~iled negotiations, the Fossil awards, and the lackluster leadership of our politicians, those people gave us hope jn Copenhagen - a modem sort
of hope. Do you believe in Hopenhagen? •

Bowl Game Bull
Exploring a better way to handle the Nation~! Championship
Th~oJ.!ghout

by mayur patel
mayur-patel@hotmail.com

For most people, 1998 was an extremely positive year for sports in general: Michael Jordan won his final NBA
Championship with perhaps the greatest
game winning shot of his career in Game
6 of the NBA Finals. John E lway, in his
fourth Super Bowl try, finally won the "big
game"; Mark McGwire and Sammy Sos.a
both captivated the American eublic with
home run after home run in a chase for the
record books.

the past 12 years, many
have argued for a playoff system in college football. In fact, critics of the BCS are
quick to point out that if a playoff system
works well for Divisions 2 and 3 of the
NCAA, then it should work well for Division 1. However, in order to start using a
playoff system, a couple of issl,!es need to
be explores:l. .

Howto Rank Teams
The best playoff system that could be
implemented wouJd include 8 teams.
From ther~, the issue of how to pick the
best eight teams comes up. This is where
using the BCS rankings would be best,
since more teams with legitimate cases for
being the National Champion would be
allowed to prove their point on the field.

Scheduling of Classes
Although college football is very important, every college knows that-..education is more important: Less than 5% of
the players will go on to NFL careers. Since
most of the games would take place in
December and
January when
most schools
are having exams, adding
in possibly 3 or

pionship, then is the system a success? Of
course not: Even though controversy will
naturally occtu, the high frequency demonstrates that some changes need to be
made. The best way to tweak the system
would be to implement some sort of playoff system.

4 playoff games could drastically impact a
player's academic standing, especially v.>ith
the amount of extra p_ractices and film sessions.
The best way to approach that problem at any school would be to push classes
back or start classes earlier in the year. In
fact, the University of Alabama took such
measures in preparation for their National
Championship game this year, as they
pushed classes back a few days to allow
the players and the campus a few days to
adjust and enjoy the atmosphere. .

scheduled games against weak co1
opponents such as University of
Florida, UT El Paso, and Louis ian
roe. Teams from major conferenc
to stop scheduling so many game!
weak teams. However, schedulin
games creates another proble-l}1 wi

TV Contracts

The N~AA needs to resolve tl
with its TV contracts. When netw
CBS pay nearly $50 million annu
to televise games weekly, it furthe1
the financial-clou't problem dar
the nature of college football itself
Scheduling of Games
If the playoff system is to be incorpo- beginning in 2010, is offering nea
rated, certain colmillion to
cast BCS
lege football teams'
ESPN ... is offering
ALONE.
scheduling patterns
W ith the
need to be changed.
nearly $1 00 million
system, ther
Today, the financial
to broadcast BCS
be fewer ga
aspect of college
football continues to
the major r
games ALONE.
(mainly ES
grow in importance,
broadcast, ;
which leads colleges
to schedule extra games against weaker major conference teams would h:
non-conference teams in order er games from not scheduling :
to make money. For ex- against weaker opponents. H avir
ample,. this year. Florida games would bring about less proii
scheduled 3 non-con- TV networks since there would I
ference games against opportunities for advertising. l1
weak teams, and the TV networks would not stand fo
University ofTexas NCAA needs to find a way to sto
nancial clout and revise theTV cc
Although the :SCS system wil
place until its contract expires, th1
ofchange have already begun to sp
politicians, such as Senator John .
and President Barack Oban1a·, ha,
ored for it. Furthermore, Congress
"'-.t.~~.,...-- ing more and more into the issU<
mean time, we'll have to live with
des ofVince Young, Tim Tebow, a
Leinart. Just remember that chan!
beyond the horizon! •
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not to print this article AL0/1

Discuss this article at atn,P.utdall
This is the tidal wave of changes that the BCS system needs. Illustration by mcgan tan
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by taylor buttler
trb071000@urdallas.edu

The Saboteur
A tall Irishman dressed in a trench
it and beret slinks through the:: shadows
a quiet town in the French countryside.
e surrounding area is overcast and
npletely devoid of color, save for
: blood red of Nazi armbands and
~s. The lrishrnan creeps up behind an
suspecting guard, who, with a snap of
! neck, slumps to the. ground. D onning
!
dispatched Nazi's uniform, the
>hmjln makes his way through the base
achieve his objective.... As he leaves
: smoldering wreckage of the Nazi
;e behind, a ray of sunshine pierces the
,uds, and color sweeps back into the
mtry town, inspiring the townspeople.
Normally one would go Funning as fast
one could in the other direction if faced
th yet another \V\VII video game, but

Bayonetta
Bayonetta's story is one of the most
nplex and confusing things ever
eased for a video game console. Even
mgh ¢at ·isn't necessarily a bad thing
st look at the impossibly complex but
lazing Metal Gear Solid series), in this
1e the plot seems to be missing huge
unks. The game introduces random
ll.facters that have never been mentioned

IS
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with the artistic stealth game 7he Saboteur,
you can't help but be drawn in.
The stoty centers on Sean Devlin,
an Irishman living in Paris during the
Nazi occupation of France. In a. quest
for revenge against the Nazi officer who
killed his close friend, Sean joins up with
the French resistance and uses his skills
as a for01er car mechanic to sabotage
Nazi bases, equipment, and plans. The
plot can be a bit dull at times, but it's still
interesting enough to distract you from
the night of studying you're supposed- to
be doing. ·
The garneplay is very similar to that
of the Grand Theft Auto series: You carry
a few weapons and explosives around
with you and use them to execute various
missions that advance the story and, if you
choose, its various side plots. The combat
consists of standard GTA-style third
person shooting: The camera follows your
character, allowing you to see a palil.oramic
view in front of you.lt's handled well but
doesn't really bring anything new to the·
table. \Vhat The Saboteur does bring,
though, is the element of stealth.
Instead of the usual GTA strategy
of walking in and killing everything
with a pulse, you can sneak up on an
unsuspecting Nazi, break his neck, and
steal his uniform. Then you are free to
wander around restricted areas and slyly

take out any Nazis between you and your
objective. Although the story missions are
interesting, the real fun lies in the sandbox
nature of the game: There are hours of
enjoyment to be had from e-xploring
Paris and the French countryside and
destroying the literally thousands of Nazi
installations scattering the country.
One of the biggest drawbacks of the
game is that it seemed to skip over the
quality control portion of development.
It's filled with bugs and glitches.
Vehicles, enemy soldiers, and debris will
occasionally appear out of nowhere, stuck
halfWay through the ground, and then
correct themselves by flying into the air
and crashing onto the ground. Enemy and
allied AI -controlled units are somewhat

bipolar with their intelligence levels.
Sometimes, a Nazi will see you crouching
in a bush hundreds of yards away and
sound the alarm, but other times you can
run right in front of tht!'m and they won't
so much as blink
The GTA-style gameplay, -mildly
interesting story, and beautiful arttsttc
imagery m;1ke 7he Saboteur a fun sandbox
game. However, the cascade of bugs and
glitches, along with the crappy AI and
some of the worst French accents I've
ever heard, make the game not worth its
$60 price tag. Go rent it, get your week's
worth of fun out of it, and then put it out
of your mind forever. •

before, and there are often mentions
of characters who don't ever make an
appearance. Bayonetta is drenched in
heavy-handed religious undertones/ (the
three· main worlds are Paradiso, Inferno
and Purgatorio), and it puts a lot of
emphasis on the theme of rnemory.
The gameplay is highly reminiscent of
old arcade fighting games, in which you
can perform different attacks by using
different button combos, but, as. with
those old-school games, it's much easier
- albeit more boring - just to button
mash the two main attack buttol)s. To top
off the repetitiveness of the gameplay, it
is also riddled with quick-time events,

which are brief cutscenes that require
precisely timed button presses in order to
proceed. _
Bayonetta uses several types of
weapons, includi.n g guns, katana§, claw
hands, whips and even her own hair. Y-ou
can access the game's shop betweeq levels
and at certain spots during each level.
By trading in halos you get from killing
angels, you can obtain new weapons,
techniques, and healing items. You can
also trade rare angelic hymns for special
weapons and accessories.
Visually, the game is on par with
most games of today. Characters and
environments are designed well, and the

interesting interpretation of angels is
artfully done.
Ultimately, Bayon~tta is a visually
appealing game that brings back a bit
of the nostalgia of old-school stand-up
arcade games. However, the simple and
repetitive gameplay, coupled with the
immensely complex and convoluted story,
makes it barely worth playing. •

Temoc protagonist prepares to obliterate sandbox Nazis. Illustration by mac hird

Taylor suffered through Bayonetta, in
which the main female character has no
clothing other than her hair, justfor us.
Discuss this article at amp.utdallas.edu!
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Issue 5

Reeling i-n the ·Decades
Iconic films capture the character oftheir times

by alex garcia topete
__:l.garcia- topcte@utdallas.edu

Sfnce the invention of cinema, there has
• atisen at the end of every decade an·
extraordinary film that, for rhe
United Stares, both seals the
ending decade and sets up
rhe tone and concerns that
will belong to the next. For
instance, Gone with the
Wind killed the gentleman archetype forever in 1939, and

Kramer vs. Kramer prepared
America in '79 for the plague of family
dysfunctionality that was to come. Since 2009
marked the transition into the second decade of the
new millennium, what recent film should be considered the seal of the 'OOs?
I'll start by saying that Avatar is not that film, despite
its billionaire box-office success worldwide. If examined
more closely, Avatar could be taken as a sci-fi retelling
of the Pocahontas myth, except that the colonists have
cxo-suits, machine guns, and nukes to kill the brave,
good-spirited, and na·ive natives. Yes, it has themes of
environmentalism that pertain to ·our Al-Gorian times
of global warming alarm, but destroying nature is wrong
in any era. Environmental issues, along with matters of
identity and cultural clash, are too universal and timeless (as proven by the massive buzz from supporters and
detractors of the movie, ranging from the religious and
political to the scientific) for Avatar to be the seal of this
decade. The film scaling the decade ought to have~ feeling unique to that decade.
But if not the visually stunning Avatar, what other
film would be the seal? As in 1999, the title belongs
to a medium-sized, star- powered dramedy directed by a
young, gifted filmmaker- American Beauty back then,
Up in the Air today. Both films end their decades well by
putting into perspective all the ambiguous realities and
values of their contemporary American societies and accomplish that in several ways.

First, each movie deals with the grandest issue of
its time: American Beauty takes a closer look at life in
suburbia (the phenomenon that culminated during the
'90s) from the viewpoint of the Bu'rnham household,
while Up in the Air thrives amidst the current economic
crisis - the ·m ain characters' jobs consist precisely of
firing people throughout the country. The real-life setups don't make the audience aware of issues they're
already living, but rather make the stories significant for those living the issues.
Second, the protagonists of both movies
struggle with the sam~ issue as individuals of
their respective times: how to reshape their
lives according to personal ideals instead of the
social standards of the time. For instance, the
Burnhams of American Beauty live the American
dream of owning a house and being a seemingly
happy fami ly in suburban somewhere; however,
neither the parents nor the daughter are happy with that
dream, which in reality me·ans for them a stale marriage
and frustrating jobs. It's not until Lester, the father, finds
the inspiration to take his life back (in,the shape of a nude
teenage girl) that the American dream shatters in order for
the Burnhams to do what they want.
Up in the Airs Ryan Bingham already docs
what he wants: he has a "Successful career
• that involves travelling 324 days of the year

and having little to no interpersonal connections. In li! 1
case, though, external circumstances (e.g. his sister's~-a!-r
ding) and newfound people (Alex, a fellow traveler m!l '
fling, and Natalie, a younger and naive coworker) for. '
him to reassess his loner lifestyle choices (which he ell! '
markets as a self-help workshop) and maybe even adlrj
his personal relations a bit more to social standards.

{{ ...the movies address young
people's. critical concern "What the hell am I supposed
to do with my life?"

p
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Third, the two films put personal relationships
'
question and perspective: the conflict between family/ful01
mal relatipnships and casual relationships (whatever ca
means). In American Beauty, the established relationship>
the Burnhams don't function correctly, though the inap
priate ones (see Carolyn anci the King; Lester and An. C
somehow improve the lives of the characters. In Up in!!
Air, the protagonist's relationships, including the intrica ~
fling with Alex and the love-hate mentoring with Natai :
work well as long as they remain out of the societal normi
Fourth, the movies address young people's critical
!
cern- "What the hell ari1 I supposed to do with my life ~
- which has only become even more resonant in rem
years because of specialization, overpopulation, and ~
balization. Jane and Ricky, the teenage couple ofA11uria
Beauty, find the answer in loving each other's weirdm;, l
honoring that "there's nothing worse than being ord'al
nary." Ten years later, Up in the Air offers an alternatit I
view: Rather than through love, Natalie (Ryan's youndY
coworker) wiiJ find her way by reshaping her career (affl
following her boyfricnc_l instead of her goals) and setWe
aside her dreams of starting a family without forgettiPg
them entirely. For her, it all comes down to self-detcm?r 1
. nation and hope for the future.
ro·
Ultimately, films like Up in the Air frame but coned
the question of how anyone can Live happily in these tim\
Though no film gives a definite answer, the journeys ~
the protagonists suggest that an answer at least is possi~
which allows the audience to leave the theater with a sm~
of satisfaction despite the harsh realities and existentialic,.
dilemmas oflife and of the film- the spectator moves ~
with his life, moves on carrying his backpack. •
;

l
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Alex wants to put a cheerleader in his backpack.
D iscuss this article at amtJ.utda/las.edu!
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This album is Bombay Bicycle
Club's debut. There's nothing
quite as exciting as a fresh, energetic bunch of musicians poised
to take the scene by storm. These
young Londoners, recently graduated from university, have already
gained the attention of the British music industry, including the
iconic magazine NME, with their

quirky brand of Brit-rock. On
the standout tracks "Always Like
This" and "Magnet", they show off
their keen propensity for catchy
hooks and bold guitar progressions. However, they're also able.
to be more restrained; the closing
song, "The Giantess", is quiet and
harmonious, with faint electronic
elements.

Granted, they're not doing
anything particularly new, but
as a debut from a band that has
barely scratched the surface of the
industry, this album clearly positions Bombay Bicycle Club to go
on to bigger (and better) things in
the future.

)mbay Bicycle Club

Let me set the record straight:
Bombay Bicycle Club did nor have
the best album of the year by most
critics' standards. It didn't create a
radical new style or demonstrate
some sort of genius musical talent,
but this review is about my Jawrite album of the year - not about
h. h
ill · .
th
w 1c one w wm me c most
indie cred.

ndatory disclaimer: I bleed
y bias Level is unrecordable.
Line on the Hori:wn is U2's
bum since 1991's Achtung
Vo Line represents a modity: It is a true album . Each
:on~ributcs to the album's
and sound, with the excepf its lead single, "Get On

Your Boots".
1nat song is the album's greatest weakness. Since there arc no
standout singles on No L ine, "Get
O n Your Boots" is probably an attempt to insert a radio-friendly
single on an otherwise radio-unfriendly album.
"Get On Your Boots" notwith-

standing, No l.,ine is uncomprornised U2. The album is bass and
drum driven, and Bono hits notes
no 50 year old should be attempting. The Edge plays his once-innovative chiming guitar parts unapologetically. Although some of
the riffs seem to have been lifted
from earlier songs, every current

rock act is influenced by U2. W hy
not U2 too?
One caveat: No Line requires
good headphones. Your ipod earbuds will make sad wo_rk of Edge's
echo, L arry's cymbals, and Adam's
sub de bass, creating only a muddy,
awful sound.

n
0

Tdon't listen to music, and thus
I don't know much about it, so I
cede my space to Coker.
Coker: Since Kenny doesn't
have defined tastes, I picked an
album that soWl.ds like his ringtones. It's actually from 2008, but
he wouldn't know anyway.
Sometimes an album comes
along that redefines the very

meaning of music. River ofLO'IJe is
one such album. Traditional rules
of tempo, pitch, and dynamics
cannot constrain Varga's 15 track
debut, which is an intrepid journey
through love, loss, and longing.
"Love Train", a fitting first track
for R iver ofLove, firmly establishes Varga's ephemeral, multilayered
style. Melding soft-rock and jazz,

Varga captures the core of love as
no musician has before by reflecting its unyielding nature in "L ove
T rain's" interminable beats.
"Shave My Gorilla" illustrates
the depth of River of Love. The
track digs deep into questions of
evolution, our .animal selves, and
resurrection. Crashing cymbals,
electronic voices, and squealing

1Had the Blues But 1
Th
L
sh ook , , em oose

River Of Love
Varga

{C pictures, so here are some
!Scribe this album.
•m Figure 1, you can see that
joyment of each track varies
: linearly with the percentthe song that Dallas Green
Figure 2 illustrates the imace of each influence on Old
/Young Cardinals.

Disorganized Fun

Ronald Jenkees
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No Line On The Horizon

Ul

n

~

electric guitar craft its mood. The
escalating intro bursts into a jazzhop wi.indersong ~vith thudding
bass drum.
Varga's dulcet voice is trUly the
star of the album, and his heart
pours out through his singing.
In a world of auto-tuned vocals,
River of Love is a refreshing departure not to be missed.
•
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City and Colour
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Less ~My leg isCdught in a

bear 1rap" screaming, more

~

"I c~ n iKt ually understand

what you're saying" screaming

Old Crows/Young Cardinals

... '

Trac.k Number

RonaldJcnkees is an artist that
nobody knows about, but everyone
should. His music is both original
and amazing - a relatively un. common combination. He starred
out on Youtube but now has his
own album (Disorganized Fun)
out on iTunes.
Disorganized Fun is superb. The

,_~

first track, titled after the album,
is a bouncing, upbeat introduction
to Jenkces' musical style. "Guitar
Sound", the third track, is a rambling, mind-blowing exploration
of his musical genius. I'lfl convinced that that song is a nearly
perfect translation of thought to
sound - listening to it is a deeply

Alexi$onfire
emotional experience.
However, my favorite song on
the album (by a slim margin) is
the fifth 'crack, "Throwing Fire".
The song begins brashly and
loudly, but then transforms into a
rythmn/melody combination that
recalls james Bond mixed with A vatar- the idea of accomplishing

the impossible combined with the
joy of being alive. I[ that sounds a
bit over the top, just listen to the
track. If you like what you hear,
listen to the whole album. You
won't regret it. •

Mugshot =Christian rock album
Disnm this article at am,t>,yldallas,rdu!
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by brady spenrath
lxls062000@utdallas.edu

Before writing my review for the December issue, 1 was worried that I would
evenrually run our of restaurants around
campus to review: It just wouldn't be very
interesting or beneficial to read an article
about a place that's just okay, so I try to pick
places relatively close to campus that are
truly noteworthy either positively or negatively. I've been at these reviews since April
2008, so one could see how 1 might run
into problem. At least, that's how I felt
in December. Sometime over the holidays,
as if to answer my worry, a new buffet place
opened, Dimassi's Mediterranean Buffet,
on Campbell Road, where the now-closed
Atlanta Bread Company was.
Now that I've tried Dimassi's, I'm a lot
less worried. Not only is Dimassi's new
- it already has its food quality and recipes
together. All it needs to do now is to look

a
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like a restaurant.
My first impression of the place was
that they want to show you everything
before you even come in. The front wall is
essentially one large, untinted window, and
you can sec every table and every inch of
the buffet from the sidewalk- and maybe
even from the road. Unfornmarely, that first
look is not very impressive. The lone silver
lining was the fact that they put their brick,
fire-burning oven in plain view to show you
just how fresh their bread selection is.
I contend, however, that once you start
going down the buffet line, you won't care
what the place looks like. The food looks
fresh, exotic, and well presented. Various
cold salads, including the fami liar Greekstyle salad and tabouli, come first on the
buffet, along with a few other choices with
which I'm not as familiar. As a huge fan
of cilantro, I loved the Bean Salad, which
had a flavor light on beans b.ut heavy with
cilantro and mint.
Following the salads is a wide variety of
homemade dips and sauces. Of particular
note are the deliciously seasoned hummus
and the smoky baba ghanoush (a roasted
eggplant dip), both good for the fresh pita

Mediterranean buffet done right. Photo courtesy of brady spenrath

bread. The tangy cucumber yogurt and
perfectly potent garlic
sauce also can't be ignored though, as they
pair wonderfully with
the addicting, crispy
falafel and the entrees
that follow.
The choices of entree are numerous, varied, and exciting. The
selection really panders to many kinds of
appetites; options include vegetarian food,
seafood, simple meat
dishes, and kabobs that
run the gamut from
exotic to familiar.
I am by no means an
expert, or even a hobbyist, when it comes ·to
Mediterranean food, so
I'm not really sure how
authentic Dimassi's is.
Also, its ~ebsite claims the food is healthy,
but 1 can't vouch for that statement either
(though it certainly is more nutritious than
any fast food place and other buffets). What
is certain, however, is that it's delicious.
The dish called simply Eggplant was
okay but quite oily. The rice was fresh
and fluffy, and paired well with the dips
or any entree. The kabobs, which include
a couple chicken options {one lightly
seasoned and grilled and another, which
I preferred, coated with mustard powder)
and a simple but tasty ground beef version, are as good as any I've ever had, despite their being all-you-can-eat.
111e Shredded Beef was the most surprising dish for me, as it tasted exactly like
the Mexican Carne Guisada I grew up
with in South Texas. Finally, the standout
dish was the Grilled Fish- thick tilapia
filets with a spicy red powder and covered
with sauteed yellow squash and zucchini.
My only regret is that it was the last dish
I tried, and I was already much too full to
go back for seconds.

Af t er
the entrees are a
and coffee, iced
tea dispensers,
variety of drink
eluded in the

!OIMASSI's
MIDITIRRANEAN

BUFFET

desserts.
For bread, you
from fresh, fluffy,
as-air pita as well
toasted pita. Both
the hummus and
noush absolutely
111e desserts

:baklavai perfectly sweete
fully textured, and
addicting baklava
great buffet, that
My only other
Dimassi's, besides the decor,
After tax, my dinner meal
1t is a do!Jar cheaper if you go
but it's still not easily
course, you have to keep in m
is a buffet, and if you consider
of Dimassi's exotic food, the pr
a little more reasonable. It'll ta
more out of your pocket, but if
for the splurge, Dimassi's will '
on quality, service, or stellar t
noush (sorry, but baba ghanou
fun to say).
Above all, Dimassi's has reaf
least in my mind, that this area
ning out of notable places to eat.
that, even in this economy, a ne""
come along and surprise us. •

Brady'sfirstborn willprobably/;
Baba Ghanoush Spenrath. 7he:
would have a reason to say it e't
Discuss this article Ill amfJ.utdD
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by caitlin like
caitlike@hotmail.com
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oh Mao Mao, I said uh ooh Mao Mao. Photoillustradon by )onathan coker

Custer and Jabberjaw. Photoillustration by richard badgett

Winning caption by Wy Homing:
· A man stands with his tender and furious arms crossed, somber-faced,
with hands white-gloved to veil the glorious tendrils streaming from his
fingertips, staring with longing excruciation at an obviously cartoonified
fishlike creature who is expungently licking his lips and staring at the
previously aforementioned man with his liquid racism.
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Short Month
by jonathan coker
jcokerutd@gmail.com

Across:
1. F limsy container
4. Celtic guerilla g roup (abbr.)
7. U 2 guitarist
11. Girl's name: Princess
12. Ireland personified
13. Small seabirds
15. Abe or George
17. N egative terminal
18. Era
J 9. 5 down past tense
21. Utilize
22. Crimson
23. One ball stand (2 wds.)
24. Steel component
27. Cone topper
28. Van D yke, Franz Joseph,
and H ulihee
30. Volcano ~:m i ssion
33. Judge
%. Coogle competitor
38. T errible Russian
39. Pod filler
40. Cereal tiger
41. M ounds
43 . H earing features
45. C hicken deposit
46. H olds up
48. Liver oiJ fish
SO. Boys in blue
5 1. Pierce
53. Organic bag
56. Short robot
58. D emented
60. For horses
61. P recipitations
64. 366 day periods (2 wds.)
66. S(hwarzenegger nickname
67. Rover destination
68. M any (2 wds.)
69. 9th month (abbr.) ·
70. M ediocre first letter? (2
wds.)

71.X

Down:
1. River t ransport

2. One hollow stem (2 wds.)
3, Oil product
4. Me, Myself, and _ _ _
5. Cleanse with water
6. Poker buy in
7. A pproximate arrival time
·
(abbr.)
8. Bear's' house
9.-Spring forecaster
10. Terminates ·
11. P ractice fight
12. Typo finder
14. View
16. Ahmadinejad state
JO. Stop living
25. Sun beam
26. Spoke officially
27. Soundly
28. Pooh or Smokey
29. Melody
30. M outh rim
31. E nthusiast ic
32. Februar y saint
34. Chimps, gorillas, and
humans
35. Coffee alternative
37. Rabbi's sounds of dismay
42. Tree blood
44. Skull coverings
47. Groups of 3 feet (abbr.)
49. Listen and follow
51. Clandestine movement
52. Princess topper
53. Clay sedimentary rock
54. Moses' brother
55. Liquid sac
56. Personal support system
57. Row boat propulsio n
59. Tickle-me-muppet
62 . Puppy bite
63. G roup ·
65. C onsume

H ave a puzzle you want to see? Want to write your own crossword!
Want either to be in the next issue?
·
Let us know. Send emails to: ~odestproposal@gmail.coni

amp.utdallas.edu

1

MoDEST PROPOSAL

PU Z Z L E S
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1 4

3
'

5
4 1 2 8
4 3 2

Sudoku

8

6 5 8
9 7 8 5
4
3 8
7
1
2 3

Disclaimer:
AMP is not responsiblefor GPA loss due
to obsessive puzzle solving; AMP takes
rreditfor inrreased GPA due to obsessive
puzzle solving.
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1
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Disc/ISS these puzzles at
amp.utdq/laudu!
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Difficulty: Double Bypass
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Difficulty: ~adruple Bypass
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Capture is a two-plaller game in which Alar.ers take turns connecting pairs of
horizontally or verttca y adjacent dots.
player who completes a square by
connec~ng two dots cac.tures Jhe resulting square and pots his .initials in it. That
player must draw anot er line after making a caftture. Thus, a player may make
a large number of captures in a single turn. A ter the last capture, the player
must still connect two dots. The person who captures the most squares wins.

Jobs's latest
magical creation!

J
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Exciting End to Curling
Championships
DALLAS (AMP) - Mackenzie Stewart led
the Canadian Curling te'a m to victory over
arch-rivals Finland with a hogger for the
ages.
· The hogger came late in the 9th runba~k
with Canada trailing by a score of 315 to 11
and 5/8's.
In the previous runback Finland's captain
Karl Hungus took an amazing tee line down
the ~wingy ice to drop both the 3rd and 17th
wickets.
The final shot of the match, a northern
mixed lazy handle, caused the mostly
Canadian crowd to erupt into polite
applause.•

Republicans Make Love to the
Camera, Retake Senate
. 'WASHINGTON (AMP)- Scott Brown, the
newly elected Senator of Massachusetts, W<l;S
discovered to have done a nude photoshoot
back in college. When asked what motivated
his decision, Brown responded:
''I realized one day that I was too sexy
for my shirt - and my pants, my socks, my
shoes, my underwear, and my wristwatch,
Since walking around nak~d was generally
qof!Sidered unprofessional, I wanted to
irrunortalize my sex appeal in print. I just had
this feeling that if I established myself as sexy
and sucessful at the time, I'd be really popular
in the future, and here I am a senator. "
Some, such as eminent political analyst Dr.
Douglas Darpham, attribute the recent rash
of Republican photoshoots·to a complete lack
of any real GOP political strategy.
Brown disagreed by pointing out his
flexed bicep and asking reporters, "Then
what do you call_this?"•

Emperor's New
Breaking Story
DENMARK (A.t\1P) - Only the most
intelligent readers can see it.

•

Yes, Bonp has horns.

by D'Brickashaw Cunningham
Prophet of God
VIRGINIA BEACH (AMP) - On a recent
episode of his long-running television
series "The 700 Club," pastor, televangelist,
and all-around douchenozzle Pat Robertson
revealed the secret to his longevity and
wealth: a 150- year-old deal he made with
the Devil.
Robertson described his own life as
'.'deliciously decadent" and went on to
predict th at he "would not b'e surprised if a
hurricane, or earthquake, or possibly even a
meteor" hit his palatial estate in Virginia.
"Yousee,justlikewhat~aziGermanydidto

the Jews, I am doing to Protestant Christians,"
Robertson proclaimed with typical hubris.
However, in a show of contrition, he urged
Americans to assassinate him for his myriad
sins "We have the ability to take me out, and
I think the time has come that we exercise
that ability."
Commentators
initially
expressed

surprise at Robertson's condemnation of
himself, but consensus among religious
experts now seems to be that a pact with
Satan is actually the most logical explanation 1
·for Robertson's continuous success.
"I mean... really... have you read the shit
this guy says? He's completely insane,•
remarked Patrick Gray, random opinionated
guy on the internet. "Like, for reals. He\
created fake cl}aritable institutions to serve
as tax shelters for West African warl0rds.
He actually owned illegal mines as fronts to
ennable murderers and rapists to legitimize
their blood diamonds."
Given the news that Robertson's longevity
and mindboggling, tax-free wealth are the
result of supernatural powers, nevys outlets
around the globe have_begun speculating
that other inexplicably successful bastards
might also have struck bargains with the
netherworld.
Likely candidates include Paris Hilton, 1
Rupert Murdoch, Jerry Jones, and Al Davis.
When pressed on the issue at a recent
press converence, Jerry Jones wiped the
virgin blood he bathes in daily off his brow

I
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Tiger 6 Edwards Solve
Marital Disputes on Maury

Edwards and Tiger work through their problems in a sensible and sensitive manner.

subjected to further social analysis. In the
meantime, let's have a chat with John Edwards.
John, is it true that you had an affair t~at
.THE HOOD (AMP)- Soon-to-be bachelors
produced a child, all of this after your Wife
Tiger Woods and John Edwards appeared on
contracted breast cancer?"
Maury, looking for help with their respective
Edwards:· "Damn straight, I a baby daddy.
marital problems.
And just what you gon' do 'bout it? Don't hate
. Maury: "Tiger, is it true that you've had
the playa, hate the game.:•
sex with over 2067 women, all of whom look
[commercial break - ad for Axe's new
exactly like your current wife?"
body-spray scent, Rotten Navel]
Tiger: "Look, I'm a pro both on and off the
Maury: "Your words of wisdom have not
course. I keep it real, all of the time. What I do
gone unrecorded. We understand that you
should be no concern of yours."
have a little something to tell you wife - who
Maury: "You might have a point. Regardless,
is right here!"
here's your wife, and she's got a secret to tell
Edwards' wife: "John ... ?"
you!"
.
Edwards: "Baby, I done gone and had eight
[commercial break - Church's Chicken]
mo'kids.'l
Tiger's wife: ''Tiger, I've been having sex
Wife: "W-:what?"
with Will Smith for 15 years now. He looks
Edwards: "At the same ti~e.''
just like you, but for some reason he's more .
Wife: "I ... I don't ...."
attractive because I'm not married to him."
Edwards: "With Octomom.''
Tiger: "WHAT? How COULD you? I am
[dramatic horn outro]
the sexiest human being on the face of the
Maury: "Your situations paint a sad picture
Earth!"
of the society we live in. And damn, that shit's
Maury: "This material may need to be
fucked up. •
b Da her McRenfrew
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